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1 Introduction 
Consider the Gibb's measures µA(l/h),-, 11 (defined below) of the Ising model, in a 
box A(l/h) in zd with side length 1/h, with external fields and negative boundary 
condition at a temperature T < Tc. It is well known that when s = 0, namely no 
external field, µA(l/h),-,o converges weakly to the pure ( - )-phase µ_ as h ~ 0. And 
when s -=/= 0 is fixed, µA(l/h),-,s converges weakly to a measure µ 11 which does not 
depend on the boundary conditons (Ellis (1985)). But if one lets the external fields 
decrease as h goes to zero in such a way that it competes with the negative boundary 
(in particular, ifs= Bh), then one may obtain different limits in different ranges of B. 
This phenomenon of competing influences has been investigated by several authors. 
Martirosyan (1987) first proved that at low temperature T and with large B, the 
Gibb's measure µA(l/h),-,Bh converges weakly to the pure (+)-phaseµ+. Schonmann 
(1994) (referred to in the sequel as [Sch]) showed that at low temperature T, there 
are values B1(T) ::; B2(T) such that when B <, B1(T), µA(l/h),-,Bh converges weakly 
toµ_ and when B > B2(T), the limit isµ+. This says that the negative boundary 
conditon dominates in the limit when B < B1 (T) whereas the small external field 
dominates when B > B2 (T). The question, then, is whether there exists a critical 
value ~o == Bo(T) == Bi (T) == B2(T) for all T < Tc such that µA(l/h),-,Bh converges 
toµ_ when B <Bo and toµ+ when B >Bo. In the case of d == 2, this question was 
completely solved by Schonmann and Shlosman (1996), using large deviation results 
and techniques. For higher dimensions, Greenwood and Sun (1997) ([GS] hereafter) 
proved the criticality of a certain value Bo for all T < Tc, but only in terms of the 
convergence of average spins rather than in terms of weak convergence. This paper 
extends these results by showing that for low temperature and the same critical value 
B0, µA(l/h),-,Bh converges weakly to µ_ when B < Bo and to µ+ when B > B0. 

In [Sch], the main results are about the relaxation time of a stochastic Ising model 
in relation to an external field h. He shows that the relaxation time blows up when 
h ~ 0 as exp(>..jhd-l ). In fact he obtains upper and lower bounds for >.. == >..(T), 
which are derived from his B1 (T), B2(T) and his estimate of the spectral gap of the 
generator of the evolution. One might hope to obtain a critical value of >.. using 
Schonmann's methods and the critical value B0 • This indeed again gives bounds for 
>..but not a critical value. A reason is that estimation of the spectral gap is involved. 

2 Notations and Results 
Let n . {-1, l}zd be the configuration space. Let F be the set of all finite subsets 
of z.d. For any A E F, define D(A) == {-1, l}A. Typical configurations inn or !l(A) 
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are denoted by u, ,,,, .. ·. Denote the value of(]" at x E zd by Ux. For two sites x and 
y in zd, define Ix - YI = max{lx1 - Y1I, ... ' lxd - Ydl}. The energy function of the 
Ising model in A, with boundary condition 'f/ and external field s is 

for u E n. Given a set A E :F and a configuration 'f/, we introduce 

nA,71 := { (]" E n : ax = 'f/x for all x ¢A}. 

The Gibbs measure in A with boundary condition 'f/ and external fields at the tem-
perature T = 1 //3 is defined on n as 

µ . (a) := { exp(-/3HA,11,s(a))/ZA,11,s if a E OA,71 
A,71,s O otherwise, (2.2) 

where ZA,11 ,s is the normalizing constant given by 

ZA,71,s := I: exp(-/3HA,11,s(a)). (2.3) 
o-EOA,17 

Expectation with respect to µA,11 ,s is denoted by EA,71 ,8 • When 'f/ = -1 or +1, we 
replace 'f/ by - or +. It is well known that µA,-,o (µA,+,o) converges weakly to the 
pure ( - )-phase µ_ ( (+)-phase µ+) as A grows to zd. For d 2:: 2, there is a critical 
temperature Tc > 0 such that µ_ = µ+ if T > Tc and µ_ =/= µ+ if T < Tc, in 
which case a phase transition occurs. The spantaneous magnetization mT := E+[a0] 

( = -E_ [ ao]) is zero when T > Tc and positive when T < Tc. 
To study the competing influences of boundary condition and external field, let 

A(l/h) be the cube inZd with side length 1/h and centered at the origin for all h > 0. 
The average of a in A(l/h), called the average spin, is defined by 

XA(l/h)(a) := (1/htd L ax, Va En. 
xeA(l/h) 

(2.4) 

It also well known that XA(l/h) converges a.s. ash~ 0 to -mT (mT) underµ_ (µ+)· 
Define, for all t E R, 

<I?( t) = lim sup hd-1 log EA(l/h),-,0 [exp( t(l/ h )d-l XA(l/h))]. (2.5) 
h~O · 

The function <P(t) is continuous and convex on R by Holder's inequality~ Define 

Bo= Bo(T) := 2Tsup{t: <I?(t) = -mrt}. (2.6) 
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For all T < Tc, B0 is nonnegative and for small T, it is positive ([GS]). It is still an 
open problem whether Bo > 0 for all T <Tc. At the end of the next section we see 
that Bo converges to 2d as T goes to zero (Remark 2). We know from [GS] that for 
all T <Tc, if B <Bo then for all€> 0, 

µA(l/h),-,Bh( IXA(l/h) - (-m;,) I ~ €) --+ 0, as h '\:c 0, (2.7) 

whereas if B > Bo then the average spin XA(l/h) no longer converges to -m1' under 
µA(l/h),-,Bh· Now we state our main results. 

Theorem 1. For all T < Tc, (a) 0 ~ Bo ~ 2d/m1', and (b) µA(l/h),-,Bh converges 
weakly to µ_ as h '\:c 0 if B < Bo. 

Theorem 2. For small temperature T and all B > Bo, µA(l/hn),-,Bhn converges 
weakly to µ+ along a subsequence hn '\:c 0. Moreover, µA(l/h),-,Bh converges weakly 
toµ+ along the whole sequence h '\:c 0 ifB > 2d/m;,. 

Theorems 1 and 2 together yield that Bo is a critical value of the balance parameter 
B for low temperature. Note that in Theorem 2 the weak convergence of µA(l/h),-,Bh 
toµ+ is proved only along a subsequence hn '\:c 0 for B E (Bo, 2d/m1']. It is reasonable 
that this should hold along the whole sequence h '\:c 0, but our method does not prove 
this. 

3 The Proofs . 
To prove Theorem l(b) we first show that any weak limit µ of the Gibbs measures 
µA(l/h),-,Bh has the same one dimensional marginal first moments as µ_. Then we 
use the monotonicity µ_ ~ µ, to conclude that µ_ = µ. 

Lemma 1. For all T <Tc, B <Bo and x E zd, 
l~ EA(l/h),-,Bh[ax] = -m;, ( = Eµ_ [ax]). (3.8) 

Proof. We will use the result about average spin (2.7) to prove (3.8). Suppose that 
B < B0 • The FKG inequality implies that 

-m;, = l~ EA(1/h),-,o[ax] ::; lir~J1f EA(1/h),-,Bh[ax], 

for all x E zd. So we need only prove that 

lim sup EA(l/h),-,Bh[ax] ~ -m;,, 
h\,iO 
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for all x E zd. We first show (3.10) for x = 0 and all B < Bo and then extend it to 
all x E zd. Fix Bl E (B, Bo) and let BI B1 = 1 - €. Note that, for each x in the box 
A(e/h), there is a box Ax((l - e)/h) inside A(l/h) and centered at x. By the FKG 
inequality and the translation invariance of Gibbs measures, 

EA(l/h),-,B1h[ L ax] 
xEA(l/h) 

~ EA(l/h),-,B1h[ L O":z:] + L EAz((l-e)/h),-,B1h[ax] 
xEA(l/h)\A(e/h) xEA(e/h) 

~ EA(l/h),-,o[ L ax]+ IA(€/h)I ·· EA((l-e)/h),-,B1h[ao] 
xEA(l/h)\A(e/h) 

= EA(l/h),-,o[ :E O":z:] - EA(l/h),-,o[ L ax] + 
xEA(l/h) xEA(e/h) 

+IA(€/ h) I · EA((l-e)/h),-,Bh/(1-e) [ ao] 

~ EA(l/h),-,o[ L ax] - IA(€/h)l(-m;.) + IA(€/h)I · EA((l-e)/h),-,Bh/(1-e)[ao]. 
xEA(l/h) 

In the last step we used that, by FKG, EA(l/h),-,o[ax] increases to -m7' as h ~ 0. 
Dividing the above inequalities by IA(l/h)I and taking the superior limit, we get 

lim sup EA(1/h),-,B1h[XA(1/h)] ~ -m;. + €dmT + €d lim sup EA(1/h),-,Bh[ ao]. 
h'\iO h'\,O 

By (2. 7), since B 1 < B0 , the LHS equals -m7'. This proves (3.10) for x = 0 and all 
B < B0. Now let x E zd be arbitrary. Then x E A(l/h) for all small h > 0. Define 
h' > 0 such that l' = 2lxl + k· Then h' < h, ;, --+ 1 as h ~ 0 and the box Ax(l/h') 

. centered at x contains A(l/h). Choose B1 E (B, B0 ). Note that B ~ ~ B1 for small 
h > 0. By the FKG inequality, 

EA(l/h),-,Bh[ax] < EA:c(l/h'),-,Bh[ax] 

E A(l/h'),-,B ~h' [ ao] 

< EA(l/h'),-,B1h' [ ao], 

for small h > 0. Combining this with (3.10) for x = 0, we obtain (3.10) for x E zd.o 

For 'f/,e E 0, we define"!~ e if"!(x) ~ e(x) for all x E zd. A·function f on 
n is said to he increasing if f ("I) ~ f ( e) whenever "I ~ e. For any two probability 
measures µ1 and µ2 , define µ1 ~ µ2 if Eµ.1 [f] ~_Eµ.2 [f] for all bounded local increasing 
functions f on n. 
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Lemma 2. Let µ1 and µ2 be two probability measures on n such that µ1 :::; µ2. Sup-
pose they have the same one dimensional marginal first moments, that is, Eµ.

1 
[ax] == 

Eµ.2 [ax] for all x E zd. Then µ1 == µ2. 

Proof. Recall that n == { -1, 1 }zct. It is not difficult to see that for µ1 = µ,2 one 
needs only 

µl(ax1 == ... ==ax.,,. ==l) == µ2(ax1 == ... = O"x.,,. == 1), (3.11) 
for any X1, ... 'Xn E zd, n ~ 1. We prove (3.11) by induction. When n = 1, (3.11) 
holds because µ1 and µ2 have the same first moments. Now assume (3.11) is true for 
any n - 1 sites X1, ... 'Xn-1 E zd. Consider any Xi, ••. ' Xn E zd. Define 

A= {a En: . ax1 + ax2 ~ 0, and ax3 =···=ax.,,.== 1}. 

Then the indicator of A is increasing. By monotonicity, µ1 (A) :::; µ2 (A). Define 

~ = µ2 (a :z:1 = . . . = a Xn. = 1) - µ1 (a x1 = . . . == a Xn. == 1)' 

which is nonnegative since µ2 ~ µ1. Then 

Similarly, 

So we have 

µ2(ax1 = -1, ax2 - ···=ax.,,. = 1) 
= µ2 ( O" x2 = . . . == a Xn. = 1) - µ2 (a :z:1 = . . . = a Xn. = 1) 
= µ1 (a X2 == • • • = a Xn. = 1) - µ2 (a Xl = • • • = a Xn. = 1) 
= µl(ax1 = -1, ax2 =···=ax.,,.= 1) - ~. 

µ2 (a Xl = 1, a X2 = -1, a :Z:3 = • • • = a Xn. = 1) 
= µl(a:z:1 = 1, a:z:2 == -1, ax3 = ... =ax.,,.= 1) - ~. 

µ2 (A) . = µ2 (a x1 = . . . = a Xn. == 1) + µ2 ( (]' :z:1 = -1, a :z:2 = . . . = a Xn. = 1) + 
+µ2( ax1 ~ 1, ax2 = -1, ax3 = · · · =ax.,,. = 1) = µ1(A) - ~. 

Therefore~:::; 0, and hence~= 0, which completes the proof.D 

-Proof of Theorem 1. (a) It was proved in [GS] that <I>(t) = -m;.t fort:::; 0. Hence 
Bo ~ 0. Changing the negative boundary condition to positive and using the fact 
that ZA(l/h),-,o = ZA(l/h),+,o and Jensen's inequality, one has 

log EA(l/h),-,o[exp(t(l/h)d-l XA(1/h))] 
~ log[exp(-2f3d(l/h)d-l) · EA(l/h),+,o[exp(t(l/h)d-l XA(l/h))] 
~ -2f3d(l/h)d-l + t(l/h)d-l EA(l/h),+,o[XA{l/h)]· 
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Hence q?(t) 2:: -2(3d + m1't for all t > 0. By the definition of B0 , it_ cannot exceed 2T 
times the value oft such that -mTt = -2(3d + mTt, that is, Bo ::; 2df mT. 

(b) The Gibb's measures µA(l/h),-,Bh are weakly relatively compact since n. is 
compact. Let µ be any weak limit of µA(l/h),-,Bh along a subsequence. The FKG 
inequality implies that µ_ ::; µ. By Lemma 1, µ and µ_ have the same one dimen-
sional marginal first moments. Lemma 2 implies that µ = µ_, and we have weak 
convergence of µA(l/h),-,Bh to µ_ as h ~ 0. D 

Theorem 2 is an extension of Theorem 2 ii) of [Sch] in which he proved the weak 
convergence of µA(l/h),-,Bh to µ+ as h ~ 0 for low temperature T and B exceeding 
some constant B2(T). We will use his strategy to prove Theorem 2. 

The idea is to show that for B > B0 , with high probability under µA(l/h),-,Bh 
there will appear a large contour in A(l/h), and then to show that as h ~ 0, this 
large contour will eventually cover the whole space, and hence the Gibbs measures 
µA(l/h),-,Bh converge to µ+ as h ~ 0. 

Contours are defined as usual ([Sch])~ For any contour 7, let 8('Y) be the set of 
sites inside of 'Y· To study the occurance of large contours, we denote by Ah,e the set 
of configurations in nA(l/h),- which have at least one· contour surrounding a number 
of sites larger than the volume of A(€/h), i.e., 

A.h,e = { (j E nA(l/h),- : 3 a contour 'Y in (j such that l8('Y) I > IA(€/ h) I}. 
Note that Ah,e (with h, € fixed) is increasing, in the sense that its indicator is an 
increasing function as defined earlier, because of the negative boundary condition. 
The first step is to show that the probability µA(l/h),-,Bh(Ah,e) converges to 1 as 
h ~ 0 for B > B0 an.cl € in a certain range. 

Let b be the combinatorial constant defined by [Sch] in his expression ( 4). It ap-
pears in a bound for the number of families of contours satisfying certain constraints · 
which we need not set out here. We will use inequality ( 44) of [Sch], which requires the 
quantity (31 := (3-log b to be positive. Later we will use that (3 1 

/ (3 --+ 1 as T goes to 0. 

Lemma 3. Suppose (3 >log b. 
(a) For each BE (Bo, 2d/m1'], there exists a subsequence hn ~ 0 such that for all 

€ < 2d(f3' / (3)/ B there exists a c > 0 such that, 

µA(l/hn),-,Bh..n. ( Ahn.,e) 2:: 1 - e-(l/hn.)d-l (c+o(l)). 

(b) If B > 2d/m7', then for all € < m1'f3' / (3 there exists· a c > 0 such that 

µA(l/h),-,Bh(Ah,e) 2:: 1 - e-(l/h)a-i(c+o(l)). 
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Remark 1. If B E (Bo, 2d/m7' ], we have 2d(/3' //3)/ B ~ m1'/3' //3. Then the €in both 
(a) and (b) can take values up to m"T/3' //3, which depends only on the temperature T 
and converges to 1 when T goes to 0, since limT\.,o m"T = 1 (Ellis (1985)). 

Proof The proof is a modification of that of Lemma 8 in [Sch]. Let A= €B. For any 
subset E of n, define 

ZA,-,s(E) = L exp(-/3HA,-,a(a)). 
uEEnnA,-

Let ne/h denote the complement of Ah,e· Then 

µA(l/h),-,Bh(Ali,e) = µA(l/h),-,Bh(ne/h) 
_ ZA(1/h),-,Bh(ne/h) ZA(1/h),-,o(ne/h) ZA(1/h),-,o 
- ZA(l/h),-,o(ne/h) ZA(l/h),-,o ZA(l/h),-,Bh 
< ZA(1/h),-,Bh(ne/h) ZA(l/h),-,o 
- ZA(l/h),-,o(ne/h) ZA(l/h),-,Bh 
_ ZA(B/h'),-,h'(nA/h1

) ZA(1)h),-,o . (h' = Bh). (3.15) 
- ZA(B/h'),-,o(nA/h') ZA(1/h),-,Bh; 

Under our assumption, A= f.B < 2d/3'/{3. From inequality (44) of [Sch], which holds 
for all B > 0, 

lim sup(h')d-1 log ZA(B/h'),-,h{R~/h') ~ -(/3 /2)m1:Bd, 
h'\.io ZA(B/h'),-,o(nA/h') 

(3.16) 

for e < 2d(/3' //3)/ B. Note that h' = hB. So 

1. (h)d-1 1 zA(Bfh'),-,h'(nAfh') < • /3B/ 2 1m sup og -mT , 
h\.io ZA(B/h'),-,o(nA/h') -

(3.17) 

for€< 2d(f3'//3)/ B. On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that for h > 0, 

ZA(l/h) - Bh . [ (/3B( I )d 1 )] z ' ' = EA(l/h),-,o exp 2 1 h - XA(l/h) . (3.18) 
A(l/h),-,o 

Now choose a subsequence so that 

- /3 B d 1 [ ( /3 B ( I )d 1 )] ~( 2) = Jiffi, hn - log EA(l/hn),-,0 exp 2 1 hn - XA(l/hn) . (3.19) 

The definition of Bo says that i:f?(/3B /2) > -m"T/3B /2 for all B > Bo. From (3.15), 
(3.17) and (3.19) (note that the limit exists in (3.19)), we have 

hl~~O h~-1 log µA(l/hn),-,Bhn(Ahn,e) ~ -m1:/3B/2 - i:f?(/3B /2) < 0. 
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This proves (3.13). 
To prove (b), let B > 2d/m'T. Using (3.18) and (3.12), we obtain that 

d 1 ZA(l/h)-Bh . /3B [ ] h - log ' ' . ~ -2/3d + -EA(l/h),+,o XA(l/h) . 
ZA(l/h),-,o 2 

By (3.15) and (3.17), 

l~ hd-1 log µA(l/h),-,Bh(Ah,e) < -m1.f3B /2 + 2{3d - m'Tf3B /2 

-m'T/3(B - 2d/m'T) < 0, (3.20) 

for € < 2d(f3'//3)/B. This proves (3.14) for € < 2d(/3'//3)/B. Finally, if €1 < 
m7'/3'//3, choose B1 such that' B > B1 > 2d/m'T and €i.< 2d(/3'//3)/B1. Note that 
µA(l/h),-,Bh(Ah,e1 ) ~ µA(l/h),-,B1h(Ah,e1 ) since Ah,e1 is an increasing set. Inequality 
(3.14) for €1 follows from (3.20) for B = B 1 and € = €1 .D 

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is much like the proof of Theorem 2 ii) in [Sch]. Let 
B be the set of all a E !h(i/h),- such that the box A(l/(2h)) intersects the infinite 
cluster of negative spins in a. The objective is to show that µA(l/h),-,Bh(B) converges 
to zero as h \.c 0. Now let a E n and let C(a) be the set of all sites in zd which 
belong to infinite clusters of negative spins in a. In the setting of Lemma 10 of [Sch], 
replace the three boxes A(d/h), A(3d/(2h)) and A(2d/h) by 'A(l/(2h)), A(3/(4h)) 
and A(l/h), respectively. Then following [Sch], for all a> 0, one can define a subset 
Ba of B such that for small h > 0, 

(3.21) 

We indicate briefly the structure of the set Ba, how the argument of [Sch] works 
and where our Lemma 3 enters the argument. For each a E B, denote the infinite 
cluster of negative spins in a which intersects the box A(l/(2h)) by Nr· Now Bis 
divided into two parts according to the shape of Nu: Ba consists of configurations 
a such that Nu contains, somewhere between its intersections with the boundary of 
A(3/(4h)) and that of A(l/h), a relatively small set of negative spins which, when 
changed to positive, produce one or more new large contours which intersect both 
the box A(l/(2h)) and A(3/(4h)). The definition of Ba ensures that this change of 
spins can be made "at little cost", compared with the probability of the changed 
configuration, which in turn, is·. exponentially small because it contains these large 
contours. On the other hand, if a E B \ B'\ i.e., if Nu does not have this shape, then 
a must be in the second set of the union in (3.21), which we treat by Lemma 3. 
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ash~ 0 if B > 2d/mT, and ash~ 0 along a subsequence if BE (Bo, 2d/mT]· 
Now choose a> 0 so that a< ((3/2 - log b- log 2)/(2(3d) for all T small and let 

l in (3.23) be the constant 16 (2~-l) as given in (3.21). Then from (3.21), (3.22) and 
(3.23) we conclude that for small temperature T, 

µA(l/h),-,Bh(B) --+ 0, (3.24) 

ash~ 0 if B > 2d/mT, and ash~ 0 along the subsequence,if BE (Bo, 2d/mT]· 
Note that for each u E nA(l/h),- \ B, there exists a contour in u which surrounds 

the box A(l/(2h)) and such that the spins at the inner boundary of the contour are 
all positive. Therefore, the argument of [Sch], p19, conditioning on the contours and 
then using the Markov property of Gibbs measures and the FKG inequality, gives 
that for any increasing local function f on n, 

EA(l/h),-,Bh[f] --+ Eµ+ [!]' (3.25) 

as h ~ 0 if B > 2d/mT, and as h ~ 0 along the subsequence if B E (Bo, 2d/mT]· 
Theorem 2 now follows. D 

Remark 2. Theorem 2 i) of [Sch] says that µA(l/h),-,Bh converges weakly to µ_ for 
all f3 > log b and all B < 2df3' / (3. By our Theorems 1 and 2, one can conclude that 
for low temperatures 

2df3' / (3 ~ Bo ~ 2d/m;.. (3.26) 

In particular, limT)io Bo = 2d, as one expects (see the comments following Theorem 
2 of[Sch]). 
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